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Writing, like driving a car and making love, is one of those activities which every
Englishman thinks he can do well without instruction. The results are of course usually
abominable.
Tom Margerison (1923 – )
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To Katy, from the world’s best driver...
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Introduction – What lies between a writer and success?
Writing is like mining for gold hidden in the hillsides of your mind. The young writer,
realising he has brilliant story ideas within him, goes to the publisher and points at the
hillsides, shouting, ‘There’s gold in them thar hills! Give me money and I will return
you pots of gold!’
The publisher wants gold, but he’s heard it all before from thousands of prospectors.
They never have the gold they claim. They rarely have any gold at all. He doesn’t even
lift his eyes.
But this writer is determined to prove himself. He buys some tools, goes to the hills
and spends two years away from his family. He toils and he sweats and he makes his
fingers bleed digging out nuggets. Over time, he becomes swift in locating them;
perceptive in sorting them; discerning in choosing them. He begins to discard those of
low quality and keep only the best. He collects them carefully in a bucket until he has
an impressive and weighty haul.
The writer returns to the publisher and with wild hair and torn clothes he proclaims,
‘You have to acknowledge me now! I have spent years digging nuggets out of the hills
for you. Look at this gold, gold, GOLD, I tell you!’
The publisher unblinkingly indicates to either side of the writer, who realises he is in a
line of a thousand other weather-beaten obsessives, who have similar weighty buckets
and are shouting the same imploring mantra at the man who must decide.
Put yourself in the position of the publisher. He knows that the hit rate is low;
checking every mud-filled bucket is simply not an option, but he must deal with these
prospectors every day, and it is his business to find what little gold there might be. So
answer this question: which writer should he choose from this line of thousands? They
all have talent. They have all made sacrifices, gained skills, shown commitment and
worked hard. But which bucket-full of supposedly precious stones really holds a
fortune? How can he know? What would you do? Think about it, and we’ll come to
the answer in a minute.
Let me get to the point. There are four clear steps to getting success:
1. Create a story of unrivalled excellence and tell it brilliantly.
2. Package the story to the industry’s preferred form.
3. Market your story to the agents or directly to the publishers/ producers.
4. Enjoy public adulation and respect from all sides (although you don’t have
time for all that because you’re too busy counting money).
Unfortunately, most writers, in their rush to get feedback and to announce their talent
to those who they feel need to know, rather tend to skip over step 1. Instead of
‘creating a story of unrivalled excellence and telling it brilliantly’, they do half that job
at best, and then go on to number 2, hawking their work around the market looking for
interest and collecting rejections. The questions I’m most commonly asked when I
deliver my seminars are all to do with steps 2 and 3: ‘Can you help me find a
producer? How do I get a publishing deal? Tell me the secret of success!’
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And I answer: ‘Great news! Getting a deal is easy! A piece of cake! All you need is a
story of unrivalled excellence and to tell it brilliantly. Go away and do that and I’ll
give you a publishing deal myself.’
What people don’t ask me is this: ‘How do I turn my creative ideas into fully fledged
stories of unrivalled excellence? What can I do to improve my completed stories?
How can I know if I am telling my stories to their finest effect? What should I do to
identify and fix story problems? What steps must I take to master the craft of creating
great stories?’ These are the questions we should be asking, and these are the questions
this book attempts to help you to answer in the context of You.
The majority of this book is dedicated to making the very most of the story ideas you
have. From there, the good news is this: if you have a great story, and tell your story
well, you will get a publisher, agent, production deal or all three. Have no doubt about
it, publishers, film companies and the agents that pitch to them are desperate for good,
original, well told stories.
According to the Motion Picture Association of America, Hollywood churns out
around 600 movies a year (610 in 2008), at an average overall cost of more than $100
million dollars a throw. But despite this staggering investment in each and every one
of the 600+ stories that get released into cinemas, how many are actually any good?
One or two percent are worth watching (let’s be generous – say, ten movies a year) and
of those how many are genuinely excellent? One? Two? And these few nuggets are
drawn from approximately one-hundred-thousand scripts submitted formally to the
industry in America every year. And that’s just America. And that’s just those that get
copyrighted.
A couple of genuinely excellent movies a year, drawn from all that investment, all
those written scripts, and a worldwide box office of just under $29 billion (2009). On
the book side, approximately 300 books are published every day in the UK (1000
every day in the US). How many of them are any good? How many authors make any
money from a consumer book market valued at around £3 billion in 2009 in the UK
and $24.3 billion in the USA? (Figures from The UK Publisher’s Association and the
Association of American Publishers.)
People think these numbers work against them, but make no mistake, if you can write
something that is better than most, you will get a deal. Become a master of this
particular craft, and you will get a privileged view of just how few writers there are out
there who really know what they are doing.
Going back to our original question, then: Who, from the thousands of writers
proffering gold-filled buckets in the line and stridently proclaiming their value, will
the publisher select? Look along the line. The writer he will deal with is easy to spot,
because he’s not holding a bucket full of hard-won nuggets. He is holding up a cut and
polished, solid gold necklace.
And he’s not shouting at all.
Back to Top
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Stories are the architects of the human mind
Back to Top
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Chapter 1 - Why do stories exist?
Once upon a time...
...around 100,000 years ago, a simple and apparently mundane evolutionary change
took place in a hominid somewhere: The position of his hyoid bone in the upper front
of the throat changed relative to a descending larynx. And the planet was changed
forever.
Whereas the neanderthal and early hominids made a range of sounds comparable to a
chimp, this tiny change in throat architecture enabled suitably endowed hominids to
produce complex sounds. Complex sounds allowed the hominid to develop language,
and this, in its turn, led to levels of co-operation that had previously been impossible.
Sophisticated co-operation meant that ten hominids working together were suddenly
the most powerful creature on Earth, and the roots of civil society were put down. If
you think about civilisation, it is simply co-operation taken to its logical extreme, and
language was fundamental to our progress.
Story-telling
Although nobody has been able to put a precise date on the first story-telling, it is
believed that stories came along with the hominids just as soon as the language was
sophisticated enough to facilitate it. Cave paintings had shown an innate desire to
express events in what we would now recognise as a story structure, but it was all very
static and unsatisfactory. Language was a multi-media leap for the hominid storyteller, which was of far more significance to humankind than the electronic
communications revolution we have experienced in the last fifty years.
It is reasonable to assume that hominids made this leap, but it raises an awkward
question for the academics: why would a hominid want to tell stories? Times were
hard 100,000 years ago. It was a struggle simply to survive the day, and if a hominid
had any spare energy, you could be pretty sure he’d be using it to survive tomorrow or
prepare for the winter. Why would he give time and precious energy to indulge in
story telling?
The answer is this: in the same way that language had a massive part to play in the
ability to build a sophisticated society, so stories have a practical purpose in
maintaining and advancing that society. Sophisticated co-operation requires learning,
so stories were told because they helped others to understand how to co-operate and
therefore to maintain the society that was so important to the success of the human
race. Stories were told precisely because they helped hominids to get through the day
and to prepare for the winter. As civilisation became more complex, so the stories that
teach people how to behave in society-appropriate ways became comparably complex.
In this respect, stories are as valuable today as they were to our ancestors.
People need to learn – but why stories? Why not other forms of teaching?
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Stories and learning
Human beings learn principally in one of two ways.
Firstly, we learn through experience. When we take an action we get real-time, real
world understanding of what the world gives us in return. This is the most powerful
learning, but often the most painful, because we are learning ‘emotionally’, and
learning in a cold sweat as we go along. If our hominid decides to kill a sabre-toothed
tiger for dinner, he will learn rapid and stern lessons about how best to go about it. If
he survives, he will get better and better at tackling sabre-toothed tigers each time he
takes one on. We learn from experience.
Secondly, we learn ‘analytically’. We sit in retrospect, perhaps in a classroom or
laboratory, strip out the emotion and understand events through clinical analysis of the
facts over an appropriate time period. A hominid might study the physical properties
of the sabre-tooth he has killed and thereby gain insight in how he might better
despatch the next one.
Learning through emotion and learning through analysis are mutually exclusive. If we
learn emotionally, our instincts are in charge and there is no analysis going on in real
time. If we learn analytically, the emotion, by definition, has been stripped out. We
cannot learn both emotionally and analytically at the same time.
Except we can. There is one situation in which we get the raw power of emotional
learning combined with the holistic understanding of analysis: When we absorb a
story. Story locks us on to the emotional journey of a protagonist. We ‘go there’ with
him, and learn his lessons as if we are experiencing the events emotionally for
ourselves. That is why a story can frighten us or reduce us to tears. But at the same
time we are safe behind a book or in a cinema, and our brains have the freedom to
simultaneously undertake analysis of events. We fly back through what has gone
before to understand cause and effect, and we project with our imagination out along
the road forming up ahead to guess what might happen from here. The lessons we
learn when we absorb a story are more thoroughly learned than through any other
teaching method. That is why there is no more powerful learning tool in human life
than stories. That is why stories are so pervasive and critical. That is why, since our
hominid predecessors first recounted an experience, human beings have used stories to
teach ensuing generations how to lead their lives in order to propagate an ongoing and
successful civilisation.
And that is why stories are the architects of the human mind.
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Model 1 – Freud
OK. So I know things are a little academic at the moment, but stick with me. We will
get on to real world, your stories and meaty practical stuff shortly. However, I am sure
you will find this material valuable in your writing too, so hang in there.
Given that stories are powerful and essential, how do they work? What happens that
makes a story so elemental in the way it resonates with our minds?
Our psychological make-up is most easily understood using Freud‘s Structural
Apparatus of the Psyche, which proposes that the mind is made up of three
components know as the Id, the Super-ego and the Ego. Below is a representation of
Freud’s Structural Apparatus, simplified for our purposes.

The Id is the animal
in all of us; the part of us that is driven entirely by our instincts. It functions at the
unconscious level, doesn’t understand the word ‘no’, refuses to negotiate and
demands instant gratification. It makes instinctive decisions based solely on
seeking pleasure and avoiding pain. The id is concerned with the self-centred
basics: eating, drinking, sex, safety and security, warmth, breathing and so on.
The new-born child has no knowledge, awareness or moral code – it is ‘idridden’. It has its instincts and that is all. And this is where we all start.
Super-ego. The super-ego develops in direct opposition to the id as we are forced
into a world of co-operation. We gain social awareness and build a moral code. It
is the rule book we develop as we learn to be civilised. It is our conscience – the
part of us that applies rules as we learn to co-operate over and above the selfish
demands of the animal id. The super-ego is known as the ‘Internalised Parent’ and
is often in conflict with the instinctive demands of the id. The id says, ‘I see
chocolate! I want it and I want it now,’ and instructs us to take it.
However, the super-ego says, ‘No! You haven’t paid for it! That would be
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stealing!’
The super-ego understands that taking things is against the better interests of
civilised society and presents the case against the id’s instinctively self-centred
response.
Although characterised as ‘the parent’, the rules and social conscience we internalise
in developing a super-ego come from other sources too, most notably life experiences,
civil authorities, cultural guides (school, church, teams, clubs and groups), friends,
teachers and relatives. (These non-parental factors are also known as the ‘cultural
super-ego’.)
Note that your cat doesn’t have a super-ego to worry about. Its mind looks like this:

Your cat is ‘id-ridden’. Like every other animal, every decision it ever makes is
purely instinctive. It has no super-ego to temper its id, so it behaves as dictated by
nature. It sees a blackbird and it wants to kill it. You cannot reason with the cat.
You can’t convince it of a higher moral position: ‘Don’t kill the blackbird! You
aren’t even hungry! I feed you twice a day! You’re approach to this situation is
morally abhorrent!’
Even if you thrash the cat every time it chases a bird, it will go out and do the
same thing again as soon as it sees another one. The cat is at one with nature and
lives and dies by the id-driven decisions it makes without a second thought.
Human beings are uniquely encumbered by the need to subdue the id and develop
a dominating super-ego. The resultant conflict between the id and the super-ego is
at the basis of our being. On the positive side, the presence of a ruling super-ego
means we have a civilised society to live in. On the down side, we have stress,
quandary and conflict at our basis, because our instinct drives us one way, and the
learned behaviours required by society drive us another. We are eternally in
conflict, because every decision is initially made instinctively by the id and then
tempered, adjusted or changed completely by the super-ego.
The Ego is the individual that results from this conflict between the id and the
super-ego. ‘Ego’ is Latin for ‘I’ and that is exactly what it is: the individual that is
you; and you are defined by the decisions you make having balanced the
conflicting demands of your id and your super-ego. Faced by chocolate in a shop,
the id-ridden might choose to steal the chocolate; The id-affected might only steal
it if they think they can get away with it; the super-ego dominated might pay for
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the chocolate even if there’s no shopkeeper present and put the change into the
charity box. Your ego is you, you are defined by the decisions you make, and
your decisions are a result of the conflict between your id and super-ego.
The id and the super-ego are more generalised than the ego – all human beings start off
with very similar instinctive drives and grow towards similar social codes that
populate the super-ego and govern civilised society. However, the ego – the character
that results from the conflict – is unique to you as an individual, and changes with
personal development over time.
So what?
The key point to note at this point is that the earlier illustration could just as easily be a
representation of a story:

A story results from the conflict between the ‘forces of good’ doing positive things
towards a civilised society (Our Hero represents the super-ego); and the ‘forces of
antagonism’ – traditionally the ‘bad guy’ – who is self-absorbed and doing self-centred
things to benefit only himself (the id). The paths of protagonism and antagonism are in
opposition. They go into conflict and the journey through that conflict is the story: The
actions and true characters that are revealed through the protagonist‘s response to the
conflict, leading to a resolution of that conflict and life lessons being learned.
As we shall see in the body of this book, conflict is the lifeblood of story, and we, as
human beings, are uniquely encumbered by specific types of conflict peculiar to our
species, and inextricably paralleled with our id/super-ego battle.
Stories resonate with us when, either directly or through metaphor, they deal with a
common conflict we all face – a conflict between id and super-ego. A good story
embodies this conflict and shines a light on the route forwards for us in the real world.
All good stories do this. We are given a protagonist with whom we empathise. We lock
on and take a journey with that protagonist through the conflicts represented. The
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behaviour of the protagonist leads us through the story, and we learn a lesson for how
we should behave when faced with related conflicts in our own lives. Of course, this is
not a conscious, stated lesson. When we were two years old, we enjoyed the story of
the race between the hare and the tortoise. At no point does it pointedly state: ‘slow
and steady wins the day’, but that is the lesson that will benefit a person in their
progress in society. At the same time, when we were two and we approached a task
with impatience, we found we failed. We went into conflict with the task, and found
that the more we rushed at it, the less successful we became until we smashed it on the
floor and burst into tears. The conflicts and lessons of The Hare and the Tortoise story
resonated with the truth we found in life, so we ‘got something’ from the story. We
liked it. It rang true, and our ego grew a little more society-appropriate.
Many other stories, with similar underlying messages, affirm similar learning, until we
just know that ‘slow and steady wins the day’. We don’t know how we know it, we
just do. Stories taught us good life behaviour in meaningful ways, and far more
effectively than if some old bloke had stood up in front of us wagging his finger and
saying, ‘slow and steady wins the day.’
So, if all good stories shine a light on the route ahead for us on our journey from iddriven to super-ego appropriateness, what does this journey look like in words we all
understand and can use as writers?
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Model 2 – Maslow
Abraham Maslow shows us that same journey, from id-ridden baby to mature social
adult. In his 1954 book Motivation and Personality, he proposed a Hierarchy of
Human Needs, which set out our priorities for different stages of personal growth and
identified the path we take – quite naturally – in our quest for what he called ‘self
actualisation’ (personal fulfilment).

We can see that the lower levels relate very strongly to the demands of the id. The
basics of life must be satisfied – water, food, sleep, warmth, health, security, sanctuary
and the avoidance of threat. Each successive level in the hierarchy must be satisfied to
a minimum before the individual can turn his mind to higher things. If a person cannot
get enough to eat, he will compromise on his social agenda, or even his safety and
security, to find food. However, once a person feels safe and secure, his or her focus
will naturally move on to, for example, relationships, love, his place in a group and a
sense of belonging.
Building further, the individual wishes to be respected and recognised, to build
knowledge, self-esteem and status. The progression leads, ultimately, to ‘selfactualisation’. Here, a person has predominantly reconciled his id and his super-ego.
He feels fulfilled (whatever that might mean for him), is self-aware, grounded in the
real world, creative and spontaneous, and has a personal system of morality that is
fully internalised and independent of external coercion (e.g., he doesn’t need a ‘parent’
to tell him not to steal or commit rape). Note that a ‘self-actualised’ person satisfies his
demands at each level. He doesn’t remove his id or its animal demands, but he controls
and works with his demands for power, sex, safety and so forth to ensure they are
society-appropriate.
Running as a powerful theme throughout all these levels are the needs dictated by our
genes to propagate the next generation. I think it is interesting to note that in a society
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that is obsessed with sex, it is a factor that exists on every level of the hierarchy: it is a
basic need; it makes us feel safe and secure to be in the arms of another; it gives us a
sense of belonging, intimacy and a sense of success in relationships – possibly even
group membership(!); we gain status and pride amongst our peers; and we feel a sense
of satisfaction and fulfilment that is perhaps all too brief in our troubled lives.
Intimacy works at all levels and at any time in our growth. That is why we always like
it.
I ask again: so what?
All right, all right. Here is the key for a writer. As we discovered, your cat doesn’t
need an instruction book for development of an appropriate self, because she is iddriven for her whole life. In this respect, unlike us, she is, like all other animals, at
peace with herself. She knows exactly how to handle every situation. She is at one
with nature. There are no dilemmas; no difficult choices to make. Every decision is
easy for the id-driven.
However, the journey we humans make from instinctive, id-ridden animal at birth to
self-actualised, society-appropriate individual is a long and tortuous one, and,
critically, one which has no map from Mother Nature. There are no instructions apart
from those we humans invent for ourselves for handling the quandary, dilemma,
conflict, stresses and strains of becoming ‘civilised’. And for this journey, our id is not
useful; indeed, it must be overcome. There is only one way to learn how to behave
appropriately in society, and that is from each other.
If the civilised world we humans have created beyond the id is to flourish and
progress, then every individual’s development towards personal fulfilment needs
guidance. Over the centuries of human civilisation, the visionaries developed
philosophies to show people how we should lead our lives; to help us to climb the
hierarchy towards self-actualisation, to contribute to the perpetuation of the society
that supports human life, and to be fine parents (i.e., teachers) to the next generation.
Philosophy is, by definition, the study of the world beyond the id; philosophy attempts
to define that rule book for how people should lead their lives over and above their
instinctive drives.
For example, which are the most influential philosophies that guide humanity?
Religions. And how are they encapsulated? In story. At their base, religions are all
stories, conveyed to us by writers. And all stories – religious or otherwise – are,
beneath it all, a symbolic or analogous representation of a good guy learning the right
things to do to climb the hierarchy personally (and progress the needs of the civilised
world), and/or a bad guy being ‘ego-centric’ and failing in his self-serving, anti-social
agenda. As the heroes and villains face their challenges and succeed and fail
respectively, we recognise in ourselves the conflicts they face and we learn the
behaviours that will succeed or fail for us. It’s as simple as that. Biblical stories are all
concerned with guiding our thoughts and actions. Stories are – almost exclusively –
providing signposts for where to go next to climb the hierarchy towards the betterment
of society, and towards personal fulfilment in that society.
Time and time again the stories to which we are exposed reaffirm the same messages,
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and therefore shape our minds. Once we have grown beyond the messages a story is
trying to deliver, that is when we are able to consciously identify the moral message.
From this elevated position of enlightenment, we decide that stories reflect society.
They do, but only for those of us who have already learned the lesson; only then are
we able to see a reflection. For all people before they have learned the moral message
or faced the inner conflicts, the story will be a guiding light for future behaviour.
Society reflects stories.
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